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THORNS
Putting together a Thorn isn't an easy thing, it being especially
sticky when you have a remale editor with an all-male staff (see
Penny for details). Aside from the many administrative procedures
which need meticulous attention, there are many other various and
sundry complications which warrant staff attention, thus requiring
more than the simple reading and selecting of poems.
The main problem to be faced, then, 1s not that of reading
the large mass of poetry and such which was submitted, but rather,
setting the criteria by which one poem should be chosen for publication and another should be rejected. Example: If one person
contributed several pieces which were considered worthy of publication, yet there was another person who contributed more than
several pieces which were not so worthy of publication (i.e. not as
developed as they could have been, more obscure than they should
have been, etc.), there was the necessary and sometimes distasteful
job of excluding one at the expense of the other. But, thorns are
like that, we've heard---somewhat painful to the flesh.
So, what we're really trying to say amidst all of this editorial
filler is that we sought to include as much variety in topics and
writers as possible. We sought to give everyone a chance. We did
not seek to win the Nobel Prize for literature. Therefore, dear
reader, in conclusion, we will say that this Thorn could not have
been 'more' without 'more' from you, and yet we hope (and believe)
that it's not 'less' than we have received from you.
The Editors---those (dis)staffed, and
she who guided us.

Poetry
A set of words
Divorced by the moving of time
or feeling ,
Cannot be called poetry ;
For in molding a form,
shaping a life
or portraying a heartLife does not stand still ,
nor do words arrive uncut
by the heart and its thoughts.

cathryn
2

An extended hand

When gra ped by another
Makes running flying

"Jester"
Elbow

A Jester is bestowed

Bent piece of plumbing;
A kind of macaroni;
Flesh-and -blood crazy bone producing a tingling
Fa int pain of electric shock.

with many faces
many laughs.
He camoflages serious traces-Never leaves an autograph.
His plastic
springing
stances,
With client
He 'll go dancing
prancing
(toying with your fancy,
any sarcasm will do.)

coming on soft & mellow
vintage of golden melody
sounds melted together quiet
into a honey song.

No real pain results
From his dare-devil attempts
of kingdom
knighthood
or something.

To David Roland Gunn: On Our Parting As Roomates
My God deflects me from saying that which I wish. For you thus:
You son of a gun.

linda,

3.,

nick, penny, jodie, gary

The Lecture

Zealous for learning, I adjust my eyes
To the hall's darkness, hearing students voice
Excitement---a guest professor to wake
Our dull country college from this year's sleep.
Surely the wisdom of his well based words
Will liven our minds and lighten the air.
Once introduced, he rises with an air
Of well -deserved fame. He strikes with his eyes,
Exophthalmic as a frog's. Then the words,
Oleaginous, sliding off his voice
Into our ears, erode mental sleep
and lubricate minds just barely awake .
Lethargic brain cells are now coaxed awake .
Ideas lively as the motes in the air
Insist that heavy sleep be put to sleep .
With undergraduate welcome, my eyes
Open to brash new meanings that the voice
Pushes toward me on a surface of words.
Then meaning disappears beneath the words,
And I begin to try to stay awake .
But sleep is more persuasive than that voice.
My element now is word-lade air;
Suffocating syllables press my eyes,
Inspiring hidden yawns and fits of sleep.
Afraid that I may soon start out of sleep
Embarrassingly shouting silly words,
I frantically rub my dry smarting eyes
In a pretense of concentrated wakefu I ness, breathing the oxygen -drained air
Thick with the expert soporific voice.
Pale concrete-block walls now echo a voice
That cannot penetrate my upright sleep.
I am swimming panicked in hot red air;
Eels whisper my faults in technical words;
Fiddler crabs I hoped would stay asleep wake
Up, dance sideways, and freeze me with their eyes.
I open my tired eyes. Who stopped the voice?
Finding myself awake, unchanged by sleep,
I shake off stale words, and drift toward fresh air.

nick
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Manhattan Beach - - Tourist Season
Follow my entrails left wrecklessly strewn
Twisting this way and that,
Teeming pregnant with restless humans,
All tugging and tearing on the one large stomach:
The sea .

Passing Halls
Island unmoving
in a wave of passing halls ,
an ocean of familiar smiles,
grins discreel and dislanl.

The tender leaf bends low
To usher in the mist
Which wraps it in a crysalis
Of velvet smoke.
The winds provoke
And settle, moisture-kissed.
The branches, webbed in clouds
Protect the naked sprout
Their lullaby a tender cry
IM10se gentle song
Does sleep prolong,
And hushes Nature 's thought

Blending
Cups of clouds
are spilled out
all over the half-morning-white flour waiting
to be sifted away
after the first turn
of the rolling-sun .

steve,
5

robin, susan, grace

osceola's 13th petrification
she'll go back to
Turner's
makes ice crean and milk
me,
i'II be squeezed back
to the road,
how about
homogenized !onliness?

mike,

robert(art)
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It's quiet now
the sun's performance is over
and the crickets have ceased their applause
The last few drops of sun have settled into a long, shallow, yellow
puddle across the mountaintops.
Listening, I can hear the soft whisper of the Creator calling me
to pour all the leftovers of today into my Tupperware
container and label it with tomorrow's date;
lettmg the hush of dusk soothe my ach ing mind

On that Eighth Day
of Creation
He stepped forth,
an everlasting Lazarus,
Who, brilliant in renewal,
Came to walk among our death
once again,
Just as unrecogniza ble in resurrection
as befo re
When He deigned to become
enfolded in our shrou d of d ust.
Walking wit h the bl in d ,
He bade the very rocks
to silence
the ir joy,
an d whispered still ness
to His cavorti ng creatio n,
Then,
proffe rin g pierced palms,
He plu ck ed darkness from a soul
and stood ,
revealed
as He shall appear.
That day His coming shall
quick -catch-snatch away
our blind and dark-glass gropings
as He did before.
But never before ,
has He been seen as He is:
King of Kings
and
Lord of Lords

penn y, josiah, robin , steve
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This night
hushed like a
baby at his mother's breastuneven breaching.

Once tall --now crippled .. .
This shattered reed spreads circles
In once calm water.

Ode to My Jewi h Friend
I think for the fust time tonight I
took LIFE seriously. I didn't try toit was an experience
forced subtlyas I sat in the soft darkness
ju t me and the moon-in a moment
of silent suspension. It was
forced brutelyby the realization that
my friend was bound in tradition and
anger and resentment, thousand of
miles away. It was
forced dramaticallyas I literally begged to
God for the one thing I could never
give her-LIFE
protection - from the war in her country
peace - from the war in herself
It was an experience that forced
me to grow a little wiser-But it hurt,
a little more.

robert(art),

laura
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She lay there in the dirt,
Right in the path that ran
From the back stoop to the barn.
I nearly stepped on her before I saw her:
Lying there terror, beseeching terror,
Smeared across her cat face.
Panting, she stared unblinkingly ,
Certain that her human lords
Could renew the crumpled body,
Join the ragged edges of flesh
Ripped and shredded by frenzied dog teeth.
I stood there, numbly,
Too big to cry
Too little to help.
Then I knew -- of course,
I'd call my father -He'd take care of her; she'd be alright.
We waited together, Cat and I
While Dad hurried on his way.
Each stared into the other's eyes, dumbly.
And not knowing what else to do,
I went to the kitchen to fetch a bowl of milk.
She lapped a bit, feebly.
Dad didn't speak a word as his hands
Gently cradled Cat before easing her down
Into a small box, padded for the trip to the vet's.
The vet, I thought, relieved -- of course,
He'd take care of her; she'd be alright.
He was back quicker than I expected,
Walked toward the house slowly, knocked the mud from his shoes.
To my anxious face he stated, tonelessly
"She was hurt too much; he put her to sleep;"
Then turned wordlessly to lesser chores.
And I --1 kicked flying a sullied bout of soured childhood.

Lure
It is the heightened night that calls to me
stalking past my window brushing by
leaning lips upon the glass, it yearns to sigh
to entice me out to drink its last wine
before the haunting dawn
sneaks soon upon
smothering its lavish blackness
stealing it away.

linda,
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robin

We 're beyond being tired .
We lie among our bones and decry the belated country.
We waited until ye terday ,
then shortly, gave up the ghost.
The names are lost since chiseled stone
refused the unbirthed marks;
the latin 's gone, and too , your ong
and churche , beloved , arc dark .
America the literate ,
you badly failed to liberate
the jewish-nosed and catholic,
the protestant and simple faiths;
the obstinate, unknowing wise
- -all sickly, war-scarred, celibate.
For yourself your lies contrive;
as blind you lead,
and blind may die .
There , when we sleep, still hope may fall,
and ends erase the bitter crawl
that's left alone, on ju t seen stone.
Where men have failed,
God's will unknown,
and lost bewail the time that's gone;
then simple time can always wait
for Word all long,
and death abate .

My desire is
that
The Fire
which rushing fell cloven upon my first brothers
Should today descend
that bright patriarchal stair to touch my wrestling soul
to lap
the very dregs of my ezekiel existence into
a sacrificial pure fury (once called Charity)
igniting
even the altar with the very flaming zeal
of Those Burning Ones
who
quick to do His Word
flash the sky to Iight
with everlasting cries of
Holy
Holy
Holy.
ethan, josiah
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greg(art)
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Give me something to hold on to
Black/ Man
Give me something to hold on to .
I know that it was difficult for you to give my
great-grandma anything . .. not even the warmness of
your love because the slavemaster separated you -And I put no blame on you .
And Black / Man
I saw for myself
how you had to leave Mama
because the white/ man wouldn't give you a decent job;
and all the walls were closing in so you left ... frustrated
and helpless. And you left us alone.
And Black / Man
maybe,
just maybe,
you are going to leave me for some White
Thighs .. .
In search of the Impossible dream/ possiblenightmare .
But Black/ Man
all I ask of you,
all I ask is that you at least give my
Children, who are innocent ...
a chance
Black/Man ...
if you are
Black, man.
Give them something to hold on to.

cynth ia
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Community
Studied separateness.
Why it infected the bone
Is anyone's guess.
We sought lone! iness
And, talking only by phone,
Studied separateness.
What crowded room's press
First turned greeting eyes to stone
Is anyone's guess.
What seemed haughtiness
Was perhaps merely full-blown
Studied separateness,
Whether to impress
Or just to be left along
Is anyone's guess.
Why we became less
Hopeful and, loath to be known,
Studied separateness
Is anyone's guess .

You who bear your pain
amidst the echoing halls of this place.
You whose heart breaks because of love
You who are torn and ravaged by your own
loneliness
and het who seek hope
because you have seen a glimpse of it in
the shadow of the sunset .
You--my sister or brother-How my eyes
are caught
by the way you walk head held
high vacant throughout classes
How I am pricked when
I see your eyes
turn to pools
and how I wish I could slap
myself
when
I pass you
afraid to show how
much I care.
nick, jennifer
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Companionship
May I call you my companion?
What' s that mean you ask-I often feel like being aloneto be myself
letting down the masks
stopping the games,
and even though you ' re thereI can still be along.
I come in cryingletting my tears flow
and my heart-pride break
And you don' t ask why
or you have the patience
to wait till the storm has passed .
I can stand naked
in God's truth before you ,
and I' m not condemnedyour love tells me I' m forgiven .
I know that when hours
separate our hearts from sharingit' s not that you ' ve stopped
loving - or you ' re mad
but that life calls us to give
ourselves to others rather
than just to each other.
And I know that even when miles and
days separate us, that often
our hearts meet to think on
each other .
I know that I can give myself to you
you may call it trust in who you are
and faith in what you'll do - But I
know you won't reject my thoughts or
laugh at my efforts.
I can laugh with you while having fun in doing anything
or just nothing.
And I know that you hear
and understand the thoughts
and words of my hearteven when they're unspoken.
I can call you my companionbecause I know when the
excitement of finding out who
we are is goneyour love will still remain.

cathryn , anna
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For Cindy
We didn 't sit on the mountain.
The mountain came up behind us
and we 'half-sat' on a blanket,
watching the sun play hide and seek
with the clouds.
We munched on lifesavers and memories
and talked to the sun-trying to persuade him to stop awhile,
and smile on us.
We laughed at his simple game of hide and seek;
singing to music and sleeping
to the quiet of Fall,

Alone by myself
is a good thing
Time to pray
think
daydream
read
and be
my best friend.

Me and my Friend and the Sun.

Together by ourselves
is a good thing
Time to pray
think
daydream
talk
and be
best friends.

laura,

sue,

mike(art)
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ed(art)
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The Exile
(for Alexander Solzhenitsyn)
there is a wilderness
below the sweating sun
beset with Tolkien preys
where one small wandering man
throws up his blistered eyes
with anxious glance
to watch the slimy beast :
he stumbles on
as if the ring were too hard to bare
across this ever widening void
where Gollum with his hammer pounds
a sickle roughly hewn.

steve
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Today as the clouds have pushed by
pearl -colored
and the nests of birds have stood out so
dark against the sky
and birds have sung
and flitted
across tints of blue--

God's soothing, comforting balm for
a lonesome and weary world.

Day walks gather sands.
Cactus swords shaft through sea breath
prick my sandy knees.

jennifer, susan,

robert(p hoto),

On a glistening, silent, frozen night,
sleigh bells twinkle and shimmer
a winter song;
ice cracks, splinters,
trees moan and sigh.
But the loveliest song is soft, deep,
quiet snow,
fluttering
down
like
icy
butterflies.

I have watched and waited
in the scurry
for the evening to come
and this time of freedom
to be alone
and at Iiberty
as the running dogs
and winged birds
as the parade of clouds
all gray, white, and gold
piling here and there-as life itself.

19

Songs of Winter

robi n, cath ry n

Within the depths of my being ,
in the corners of my soul
the breath of love
huddles in darkness.
It seems to be resting ,
for hours have exhaustedand days have hurt its tender heart.
It has become so shy ,
the light of day seeks but cannot find it,
and wonders if it is even there.
I know it's there · it's growing
Into a garden of its own.
And ... so, I wait.

Silver
the broom of twilightsweeping the sun's web
of light
from its accustomed
corner of the horizon.
yet
nestled in the shadows
· clings a single
strand of light-like a spider's silken thread
-the precious
remnant
of a day
spun by

"Born"
In the poetry of flesh
There came a son
Out of darkness.
The splintery verse
Of stable and trough
Housed harmony
In space and time .
He was born to bear wrath
And bore it
On a barren tree .
The sky was out of shape
That night with light all splashed
In one spot : indeed
A superstar was born .
But He was no hit with men ,
Come to taste vinegar
Bear thorns and shine
As He did .

grace, greg, gayle(art)
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osceloa's tombstone blues
blowin' the old harp,
seeped in strands of
twisted sounds
and wel I worn shadows,
invisible,
holes in my pants,
holes in my eyes,
holes in my soul,
feel so very much like cryin',
nothin' comes out,
just a sick sadness, sad sick,
when you can't feel any worse
but
it's not insanity that matters anymore,
it's al I the loose and wasted pieces,
pieces of me left on flagpoles
and empty lots
churches
and jail cells,
parts of me left in
thrown away shoes,
thrown away friends,
thrown away disguises,
it's been sad,
so very sad.
who can blow the blues the way
they really are?
nobody
that's it, nobody can,
can,
or ever did,
they can only try
and get bluer than blu
because there is no way home.

mike
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mike(photo)
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Wet Shoes
Wet shoes
squishy mushy in the sand,
sloshy splats of clouds ,
closed inside--wet outside ;
clouded and crowded .
Making conver ation
with his own little self
answering back .
No one cares if the child
chooses puddles as friends .
Oouds overhead but not inside.
He is captive by every act of nature-nature acts without a play ,
as the child, is the audience.
Each puddle portrays a lake,
and the child 's pathway is the ad enture ;
never ceasing,
always exciting ,
encompassing aU his effort and time.
They call it his past-time -But I feel it his destiny.
As long as the clouds return.
so will he ;
'til they satisfy his curiosity :
the mystery ,
of just what a cloud should be.

"Workmanship" *
We are His poetry, His masterpiece,
Line upon line, intricately knit.
We could not rhyme without Him.
Death is only the middle stanza.
Prosody's complete only with an empty tomb.
*Eph. 2:10

robert( art) , jodie,

25

greg

Matthew -- Three
Proudly persistent -He counts his existence on
Three chubby fingers .

slippery, gigglily
threatening to splash;
chubby wet body just fits in the sink.
the floor is a puddle but I don't care;
who could resist that playful grin?
sweet soapy baby -- I love you.

Jennifer ran from me
sun on her skin
where clothes should be
what yellow hair there is
feathers our fluffy in a breeze
Little one stops ,
turns,
and bounces back to me
to take my hand again

linda(photo),

steve, debby,

penny
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People shy
to drink deeply the waters of solitude
cautiously approach a glass and
stare at a face
watching a tear fall from an eye
which is your own
and wonder why
other faces merge from th is face
make up this face
though feeling apart
it is not alone

"A Common Path"
As I walked my path today,
A path so common to tread,
I saw a beautiful flower ;
And though it had a fragrance sweet
And cast its beauty round my feet,
knew within it was not mine .
could not take my neighbor's flower
To claim it as my very own,
So I journeyed on my way,
But as I took succeeding steps
My heart was stirred with
The beauty I had seen,
The fragrance I had sensed.

linda,
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jerry

But

am glad I did not take that flower,

For

can remember and the gardener can have.

Convictus
Black as the steak from charcoal burn,
Dark as the prune from pit to pit,
I think that whatever chefs may learn,
Is that they shouldn't cook a bit.
Out of the smoke that covers meFar from the cookbook with its nasty lies,
Deep in a pan of aluminum stick-free
Is the cake that didn't rise.
Beyond this room of tortured dreams
Looms but the terror of the yolk.
For it will take me years, it seems,
That learning to cook is a cruel joke.

It matters not how sure the plan!
How filled with cinnamon the bun!
I am a prisoner of the baking-panStuck in the frosting where I cannot run.

gary
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"Beyond the Autumnal Tomb"
Car thoughts
And an early spring walk
With William
To the Allen Farm
Of my childhood:
Light yellow vehicle-filled
Barns, slate roofed they stand
On an island of acreage.
Winter beaten corn stock stumps
Line the fields in the tradition
Of World War Two Tombstones, a gone harvest
Against gray striations of sky.
The birds team by hastening
From unborn crop to cloud
Anticipating sun and worms.
Miss Allen in her wrinkled
Stretch of flesh is still keen
Awaiting worms also,
More worn perhaps by virtue
Of thought and many autumns.
But here a nostril full of dreams
Demand a younger beings's vision;
As spring would call a Yankee
Or an Athenean or anyone too brave
To call spring "beginnings of death."
Cruelest season's arrow-April was it,
Or has it no dominion Dylan,
Or do we all write elegies?

greg
29

It all started when Freddie knocked over my gla ss of milk at
the breakfast table this morning and blamed me for it. He ran out
to go to school and left me alone with Mom and Dad and a mess ... l
wish I could punch Freddie for twenty hours until he cried .
I played with my doll Sally Tomboy today . She' s my favorite
person . I left her outside for her nap and when I came back Sally
Tomboy was gone. When I took my nap today I couldn ' t sleep becau se
I missed Sally Tomboy .
For supper tonight Mommy made peas and I hate peas. She made
me sit there and eat them all --every one of those squishy little
things. I wouldn ' t eat them so I didn ' t get any chocolate pudding
for desert and I cried and Daddy spanked me and I kicked him .
I'm so sleepy . Mommy just tucked me in and told me to say my
prayers but I wouldn' t .

Dear Jesus, bless Mommy .

I'm sorry I didn ' t

say my prayers with her tonight. And bless Freddie, even though he
spilled my milk . I don't really want to make Freddie cry becau se
he's my big brother .

Help him to play with me more and help me to eat

peas without crying.

Thank you for all my toys and for Daddy too .

I'm going to be a good girl tomorrow because I' m sorry about
today . Thank you Jesus . And Jesus, watch over Sally Tomboy tonight.
Sally, wherever you are, please come home.
Good night.

eli zabeth , bob(photo)
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"Seed Wound"
His sword 1s an axe:
To crack the crust and hack the trunk,
To tear the pompous verdure down,
That it might now before the unbound blue.
He used a hammer before He used a sword.
He demonstrated the reconstruction of death:
Cut-wood into form and furniture.
His hands knew the rub of steel and grain.
And then with His word
He shattered the empty hearts of men,
Chips flew at the touch of flinted edge
As the edifice of heritage fell.
But like no carpenter or lumberman
He cast a seed with each stroke
Burying a slice of life in each wound,
Rooting and planting with His word.

greg,
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donna( art)

greg(art)
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"The Unknown Arcisc"
(For Pi asso -- A Villaku)
a paint bru h, unknown
sketche in half-open drawers :
studio Iigh cs blown .
canvas thoughts half grown,
strewn paint~ scattered on the floors,
a paint brush unknown .
image half-sown,
softly twisted blue shore ..
studio lights blown .
landscape dimly shownhalf-lit scene of fading moor ,
a paint bru h unknown .
all this he did own:
a tudio with shut doors,
a paint brush unknown,
studio lights blown .

"Deep Blue"*
To most it never rang through:
It was all so deep deep blue.
Sing like coyotes 'gainst the band
And strum away the stars, they did.
While we roared and cheered
For this Bourbon Street Team,
Who lost life and blood on a jazzy dream.
Oh we were entertained like a passing thought
While these wanderers, by wrinkles , had been taught
To sing the bluest chords and yet
Their black jowls hang with the downbeat
And court the fancy of the hour.
The anthem sung--the base troubled,
The trumpet lament--the blues doubled.
*for Preservation Hall

steve, greg
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Laughin' at the Pain
You saw my laughter, my friend
And wondered aloud that I should
Be a clown.

It is any wonder

In a world of Hyenas;,
Laughter is a vehicle that
Transports all to fantasia revisited, but
Monkeys have been known to fall from
Branches of a tree where
Moments before they laughed at
A land-bound crocodile.
Dig deep now, dear friend,
Look between the lines for hunger,
For an empty gnawing gap.
Walk down my yellow brick road
And see me laughin' at the Pain.
The hyena laughs and laughs
But where, my friend, is the joy?
Remember, the clown of old was named the Fool.
The make-up is caked.

Wash it.

My heart is restless
I know the truth
of day - that
God is now - but
Now - tonight - a pair of arms
would seem more real

bill,
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(On Wearing an Afro For the First Time)

"Doin' the 'do"
"Doin' the 'do"
I was growing
Clean in my blackness as
I strutted down the street in my
dingy neighborhood.
And because I felt beautiful
the empty lots and dilapidated apartments
with rats scrambling in and out of them
were bea~tiful Loo.
On the bus I rode to school like a
Queen--an African Queen,
holding my head up high and expecting
the half asleep passengers to wake up and
look at me
Doin' the 'do.
Wake up Ya'all! I'm <loin' the 'do!
I'm growing
Clean in my blackness!
No one heard my but I was so
high on <loin' the 'do I didn't care.
I was so high
I was trippin' ya'll !
I was trippin' on my blackness .. .
in my blackness .. .
through my blackness .. .
Why, I was just trippin' all over
my new found l>lackness.
Sitting in history class
I was too busy pattin' my 'do to care
.. .if Lincoln freed me
.. .if the Constitution freed me
.. .if King freed me
... or if Malcolm even freed me
'Cause doin' the 'do had freed me ALREADY
From Miss America standards;
And I was now in my
Blackness
growing
CLEAN.

cynthia
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Sonnet IX
I really wondered where I was go ing
My companion didn't k now I w as there
He hadn't a worry, hadn't a care
I really wondered where I was going_
I talked of the weather: " Quite a bad sky! "
He stared too gauntly to notice the rain
He seemed to have had acquaintance w ith pain
Then I saw something dark just pass us by
"That last stop was mine - please unloose the latch."
"Excuse me," I said, "but I've gone too far ."
He showed me the lock - its key would not match
"Where are we going? My God, why so far!"
"My name is George Gordon; you're going with me."
"Eli, Eli Lama Sabachthani?"

"Fall

Funeral"

Cold Haze,
The mountain courts
Slow breeze-rush.
November is a late month
And quick, cold swells of air
Will dash leaf and limb;
Leaf to be buried in white,
Limb, it still young,
To wrack limber in the wind
Or perhaps break
And lie like a skeleton
In the snow.

gary , greg
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THE MAY-APPLE
Dawn in her robes of pink and gold
rose early that morning, touching the
tops of the trees with Iight as she
swept away the dusky cobwebs of night
and brushed the stars from the path of
the sun. Grandly, glorious in his
kingship over the earth and all its
creatures, the sun ascended to his throne
to hold court where all could see and
wonder. And so the day began_
The brook trickled, sparkling and
bubbling, on its way to the sea, rippling
with a whispered hush-hush-hush over the
falls and gushing in and out among the
rocks , tick Iing their sides .
Sloping up from the brook, gently at
first and then more steeply, was a hill,
covered by a carefully woven carpet of
dead leaves, still wet with the early
morning dew. On its head the hill wore
a crown of blackberry bushes--Nature's
sentry planted there to guard the little
glen. At the foot of the gentle incline
the air hung drowsily, warmed by the sun
and the scent of spring flowers. On
these sunny slopes yellow-freckled toadshades congregated, temporary homes for
migrant toads . Higher up on the hill the
air was light, stirred by the rustling
skirts of a gypsy breeze. Here clusters
of delicate violets hid from the
lordly u n on the shady banks of the
miniature ravine through which the
brook meandered or bustled, depending on
its mood . Only from there in the ravine,
from underneath the crumbling rotten logs,
and from the damp nooks and crannies between the roots of the patriarchs of the
woods--the giant oaks--did the timid violets
peep out upon a too-bright world.
Occasionally an invisible singer would
burst forth into a rippling, trilling cascade of
notes, to be answered by a flute-like voice
from a nearby dogwood. The silvery notes would
linger in the air for a few seconds until a vagrant
breeze whisked them away.
It was into this peaceful paradise that the
may-apple was born and lifted her dew-kissed,
pearly face to the beneficently smiling sun. She
stood there in a sheltered niche, shyly hiding her
liliputian face under a magnificent green velvet
parasol. From under this parasol escaped an
elusive perfume, so delicate, so fairy-like as to
be almost not there. An airy breeze wandered past
the tiny may-apple, setting her bobbing and bending
gracefully to its rhythm in her own little dance.
And then the sun, lord of the sky, mounted
his chariot, following dawn to a new realm; and
evening in her robes of purple and red scattered the
stars behind him. And so the sun of the may-apple's
existence rose, shone upon her, and set.
susan
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Paraphrase
I find myself at the end
silence scream s at every argumen t.
For God is ...
He is and He holds me-Behind me
And before me .
Though wars rage in rocks ,
in bullets ,... or in words
there is nothing to fight me: NOW !
If I had a child
I'd put my arms around him ,
And never uncircle him .
But not God ;
He gave His only child
Not for praises or gems
nor fame ,
but to us .
I know He gave Hi child ,
I know He 'll give us all.
And I am His.
No hand can condemn me
For God declares I am clean .
(Not even the good may argue .)
Do I hear a rustle?
Does someone argue?
For Christ Died . The Son-Given by the Father-dead .
Yet! Alive!
Not just alive , but with his father now .
(I see the joy of their sharing as they sit side
by side .)
Awestruck ,
I see the Son
Pleading with the father , for us.
The night has held my soul.
I am alone;
But
Praise be to the Father
that neither night
and the blackness it wears
nor the day
and its wardrobe the fog,
nor the sadness in my heart,
nor the evils that fight me daily ,
nor the hurt that drowns me in tears,
nor anything in my reality
can block the loving arms of God-that hold me tight and never let me run .
All this in the
One
Person:
The Person, Jesus Christ.

cathryn
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